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T he National Association of Cost Accountants does not sta nd sponsor for views expressed
by the writers of a rticles issued as Publica tions.
T he object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. The articles will cover a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or grou p. Constructive comments on any of
the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of the secretary. T h e
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EDIT ORIAL DE PAR T M EN T NO T E

a

It is very interesting and helpful to get the point of
view and suggestions of a grea t ma nu fa ctu rer and merchandiser as to the function and usefulness of cost accounting and analysis. Every progressive ma nu fa cturer
acknowledges the worth of such accounting in connection
with the field of production. It has taken twenty to
thirty years for it to establish its worth there. Comparatively few merchandisers, however, can see any service
which a similar accounting method can render in the
selling of commodities. He re the problems are different
a nd the a da pta b ility o f the m ethod t o their solu ti on mu st
be proven.
Prog ress is gradually being made, however, and one
of the pioneers in this field is H e n r y S . Dennison, President a nd Director of the Dennison Ma nu factu ring Compa ny, Framingha m, Mass., and a uthor of this pa per. Du ring the World Wa r, Mr. Dennison wa s Assista nt Director
of the Central Bureau of Planning and Statistics and
ha s been prominent in ma ny lines of activity both before
a nd sin ce th e Wa r. H e is a tru stee of Antioch College;
is a mem ber of t he Bost on Cha mb er of Co mmerce; Associated Indu stries of Ma ss.; ex- president of the Taylor
Society; member and director of the American Ma nagement Association and a member of the Interna tional
Ma na gement Institute, a t the September, 1927, meeting of
which in Rome, Ita ly, Mr. Dennison wa s the representative
of the National Association of Cost Accountants. Mr .
Dennison is also a member of Mr. Hoover's committee
studying the recent economic changes in the United States.
H e is one of the authors of the book, Profit Sha ring
a nd Stock Ownership for Employees published in 1926.
recent meeting of
This paper wa s presented before
the Boston Chapter, National Association of Cost
Accountants.
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SALES COST ACCOUNTING
meeting of the store managers' section of the NaA RECENT
tional Retail Dry Goods Association devoted a two -day session to talks upon the possibilities of analysis and refinement in
the methods of carrying on retail stores —in short, to talks upon
scientific management in retailing. This is highly significant and
to whatever degree it proves successful it will open a new field
of opportunity to the profession of cost accounting, since, of
course, analysis of operations and standardization of methods go
hand in hand with costing. My own part in this session was to
emphasize that the analytic study of time and of movement was as
profitably applicable to selling as we now know it to be to manufacturing, and that no matter how impossible or impracticable it
might seem to store managers of today, it can seem to them no
more impractical than it did to the factory managers of thirty and
forty years ago. I ended my statement with a reference to the
critical place which costing had held in manufacturing progress,
and said that I believed it was bound to hold an equally important
place in retailing. It is with this statement that I want to start
here, and discuss not retail costing alone but costing in the total
field of sales cost accounting, which in itself is a part of the wider
and still less explored field of marketing costs.
It would be a waste of time for me to dwell before this society
upon the tremendous present need for such help as cost accounting
and methods analysis can give to the technique of marketing. At
a most conservative estimate we are spending fifteen billions a year
in marketing and that amount is increasing rapidly; and all of us
know that not one - fiftieth of the analytical study which has been
given to processes of manufacturing has ever been devoted to the
processes of marketing.
And I hope it is equally needless for me to emphasize to this
company the difficulties involved. They are well set forth in the
following letter from a retailer:
i. Labor. "It would be necessary to prorate rather than directly compute, the labor of buying, listing, ordering, supervising
sales, etc. The only labor expense which could be directly meas241
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ured would be sales labor. Each saleswoman in the store has from
50 to 300 items which she sells. To allocate her salary to individual items which she sold, it would be necessary for us to keep
track of her time by items over a long period of time. A sampling
showing the distribution of her time by items would be unreliable
because the volume of sales for each item varies with such
factors as:
"Season of year
Day of month
Day of week
Time of day
Weather
Individual city
Type of customer
Size and location of store
Advertising, institutional and specific
Caliber of saleswoman
Transportation conditions
Window displays
Position on counter
Amount of space assigned on counter
"On the whole, it seems to me that for a business like ours, it
would be impracticable to try to allocate labor expense by items."
2. Space. "We could allocate the proportion of rent to one
counter in one store. By measuring the physical space occupied by
one item, for a given length of time, we could determine the rent
chargeable against that item. By discovering the quantity sold in
a given length of time, we could determine the average rent for
each unit sold. It would probably be useful to this company to
have such a study of space made. However, it would necessitate
some elaborate records which we do not now keep.
"We have no accurate records of actual sales or stock in the
stores by individual items, so it would be necessary to install an
expensive record - keeping system for sales and stock of each item
studied. Perhaps the practical results would not be much more
useful than principles which are already known, such as the fact
that the rental expense of an item is directly proportionate to the
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number of square feet occupied on the counter, and that the rental
expense of an item is inversely proportionate to the rate of stock
turnover."
These difficulties are very real indeed but very like the old difficulties which faced us when we first dreamed of getting detailed
and itemized costs in manufacturing. Costs of production have
been expensive items of knowledge, and difficult to get, but the
point of the matter is that it has been possible to use them so that
they have been worth all they cost and more. Costs in the field of
marketing will be more difficult and more expensive and when
well used will be just as well worth their costs. And as to difficulties in general, it is worth remembering that never yet has a
single important difficulty been overcome until someone who did
not know just how he was going to do it nevertheless bet that he
could and started to work at it. With due acknowledgment of the
difficulties, therefore, I will make a beginning, if I can, of seeing
just what the problems in sales costing are.
First, in classifying just what it meant by costs, I find it again
and again important to dwell upon the difference between costs and
expenses — between cost accounting and expense accounting. The
difference is obvious enough but is continually forgotten. Expense
accounting arranges its figures primarily with reference to what
or to whom money has been paid. Cost accounting arranges its
figures primarily with reference to the ultimate purpose or goal
towards which it was spent. One might say roughly that expense
accounting concerns itself with the "means," and cost accounting
with the "ends." Both, of course, are useful, but each serves a
quite different list of uses. The expense accounting of our tag
division keeps us in touch with the most important directions in
which money is spent there, and by yearly or monthly comparisons
gives us certain warnings. Cost accounting tells us what this, that
or the other particular sort of tag or process can be said to cost.
It guides us in considering market prices and structure of goods
and may be so constructed as to help in detailed improvements of
methods of manufacture. But if we should mix the two kinds of
accounting and divide total expenses by total thousands of production, we should have an almost meaningless average which, if considered and used as a cost, would lead us into fatal difficulties.
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Yet this is just exactly what has been done with the expenses
accruing to a business after production. Expenses have been divided by the one figure of dollars invoiced, and the resulting percentage, which averages together cats and dogs, tulips and paving
stones, has been consciously and unconsciously treated as if it were
a cost. This very fact will make it doubly difficult to get cost accounting established in the field of marketing. But I believe it
self - evident that expense accounting in this field has given us about
all that it can give and that to make the further progress we must
make, it is to cost accounting we must look for help.
In this new field for costing it will be necessary to start at the
very beginning with the understanding that there are no such
things as absolute costs, that all costs are relative, that there are
as many costs of a service or of an article as there are purposes
you choose to relate it to. Just as there are in pure mathematics
dozens of different systems of coordinates or frames of reference
within which formulae of totally different forms may nevertheless
express an identical curve or plane; so there may be dozens of
costs relating to a single article, each of them correct within the
frame of refence chosen for it.
This is true of both manufacturing and marketing costs, but so
far manufacturing has afforded us only slight occasion to worry
about it. When capacity has been pretty fully utilized, costs
strictly within the factory walls demand few changes of points of
view, few if any changes of frames of reference. To be sure, depreciation and other slow changing and partially arbitrary elements
of cost seldom really belong in the typical inside - the - factory frame,
but they used to be relatively unimportant as against direct costs so
that it was practical to squeeze them in almost anyhow. Notoriously these relatively fixed overheads have been the weakest and
most seriously questioned part of manufacturing costs. Here and
there in production some important by- products have caused
thought to be given to joint cost problems insoluble within the regular frame; but up to 192o, during the most important twenty
years of the early life of cost accounting, there was little need to
consider factory costs from more than a single point of view.
They have come, therefore, to be thought of as absolute.
But 192I opened the subject wider and old theoretical questions
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arose in fresh, practical forms. "What is the cost when out -put
fluctuates and equipment is fixed ?" "As the relation of demand to
capacity changes widely, what are least -loss prices and what are
profit - prices ?" Violent shifts in business structures are given
cogency to J. M. Clark's thesis in his "Economics of Overhead
Cost." To illustrate his point, he raises there nine questions, to
answer which costs would have to be figured in nine different
ways:
i. Is a new plant economically justified?
a. How large an addition should be built to our plant?
3. Is a proposed change in method economical?
4. What income is available for dividends?
5. How cheaply will it pay to sell goods?
6. How deep shall we cut to meet keen competition?
7. Shall we shut down during depressions or run stock?
8. Shall we introduce a proposed side line?
9. Shall we abandon our plant and liquidate?
The job of finding marketing costs can in one sense be compared
to finding costs in a factory whose output is always below the capacity of its overhead. Mr. Freeman made it clear at your Atlantic City meeting nearly two years ago, that sales costing will
have much to contribute to the theory of marginal costs, which
are, obviously relative costs. Sales costing, therefore, should
broaden and make truer all our fundamental conceptions of costs
and in due time force us to make needed improvements even in
the technique of production costing.
In all of sales costing, at any rate, we shall expect to see our
costs as functional, marginal, relative. The first questions will
always be, "What are the uses to which they are to be put ?" "To
what purposes are we to relate them?"
What are some of the principal purposes to which marketing
costs will be put? In other words, what specific things can marketing costs be expected to help us accomplish? As in manufacturing, we can expect significant costs in marketing to direct the
attention of the management toward the most important places in
which to attempt to save wastes in material and in time, and
toward the elimination of unprofitable merchandise, materials, and
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motions. A few actual examples of such costing and the particular attempts at economy which they were to serve Mr. Freeman's paper described in some detail: cost of warehousing per
cubic inch of merchandise; cost of clerical work per sales order;
cost of a salesman -hour; cost of a salesman -mile; selling cost by
customer classification; selling cost by merchandise classification
... and a few more of the tentative excursions into the field of
marketing costing which our own concern has made.
Obviously, for convenience in making effective use of its costs,
the whole field of marketing will divide itself up into such sections
as warehousing, manufacturers' selling, advertising, jobbers' selling, sales accounting, and retailing. While each section will have
its own special problems, there will be few so special that the solving of them will not point out or suggest the way of solution for
problems in other sections.
The Department of Commerce has issued, or will soon issue,
an interesting example of cost accounting carried out by the jobber.
The quotation is taken from "Analyzing Wholesale Distribution
Costs," by J. W. Millard.
"There seems to have been a general opinion that if the sales
volume can be boosted each year some unknown factor will miraculously provide a return in excess of the expense, regardless of the
relation between cost and selling price of individual items.
"Total cost (per cent gross sales) ranges from $i9.i9 on Pyrex
ware down to $io.82 on Nails.
"A rough approximation of the cost of each sales visit indicated
that accounts which did not show purchases totaling $boo per year
were decidedly unprofitable.
"The 1432 retail accounts were carefully measured against this
yardstick and a drastic movement decided upon. Nearly half of
the accounts fell into the category of unprofitable business. The
situation was explained to the retailers and overnight loo accounts
were taken from the books. The elimination of these accounts
reduced the sales territory about 33 percent. This restriction of
sales territory coupled with a reduction in items carried of 3o percent decreased the volumes of sales 33 percent. The eliminated
products included such heavy items as lead and oil, which ran into
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a considerable dollar volume but were not profitable. This explains the noticeable effect of the new plan on total sales volume.
"After a three -year operating test in the restricted area with
a reduced line it was found that the dollar volume of net profits
had increased 35 percent while the relation of net profits to sales
had increased 68 percent. Operating costs were reduced by 4 percent of gross sales below the average for similar firms in this particular field.
"An analysis of the cost of handling individual orders in the
office made by the Western Electric Company will be of more
than passing interest here. This analysis indicated that the expense on small orders —those where the value was less than $25.00
— varied from $3.25 to $5.00, while the average gross profit averaged from $ 0 7 1 to $4.48. The average amount of loss on these
orders was about $1.63, and as such orders represented about
6o percent of all orders, the aggregate annual loss amounted to
more than three - quarters of a million dollars."
A recent Wholesalers' Conference in Washington touched upon
the growing necessity of the determination of profitable trading
areas; of the profitable minimum of size of order; of the economic
lot- purchase for the warehouse (this latter you will recognize as
corresponding to the classical problem of economic lot- manufacture in the making of parts for assembly).
Some of the other costs which are likely to be called for by the
growing needs of marketing management are cost per response for
each advertising insertion; total cost of each order taken by jobber's road salesman; total cost of each order taken by jobber's
house salesman; clerical costs per order, per customer, or per unit
of correspondence; various costs of letters and of follows -ups in
the Credit and Claim Departments; selling costs per square foot of
counter space in retailing; selling costs per square foot of counter
space in the front of a store as against similar space at the side
or back; variations of costs of selling among different individuals
in the sales force; seasonal variations in selling costs; variations
dependent upon the day of the week and the hour of the day; and
many costs in the non - selling departments of great stores of a
nature similar to production costs.
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This wide variety of costs, some of obvious value, some of an
exploratory nature, are like the variety of cross sections through
which one might make progressive examinations of a living organism. Adding them together will give nothing which has a counterpart in reality. They are partial differentiations of the flowing
processes of marketing. If we ever need to or succeed in getting
a whole cost of a transaction out of them it will be through the
partial integrations of a new kind of calculus.
For the present what particular partial costs we shall choose for
study will be determined by the practical tests of most immediate
usefulness. Marketing costs must help us advance in the arts of
warehousing, refining the far too crude test of bare turnover, disclosing the wastes in handling goods in and out, and giving us a
guide to intelligent lot- purchasing.
They must lay bare the true facts of the utilization of the road
salesman's time, paving the way to his intelligent routing, equipping, and the setting of a standard performance or quota.
They must push advertising — destined to play an even bigger
part in the future —along the road toward a carefully analytical
engineering attitude which insists upon knowing what it is to do
and why, and away from the breathless, planless, and checkless
wastes of today.
They must knock out of the heads of merchandisers, big or
little, the old pipe -dream that by merely growing in sales they will
grow economical, and show that when analysis of method is
neglected, to increase sales has almost universally resulted in increasing the percentage rate of sales expense.
They must refine office practices, so that they fit cases and so
that sledge hammers are no longer used to drive in push pins; so
that credit or correspondence, or recording practices supportable
by large orders are not applied to two - dollar orders.
They must show that on the retail floor, as only a few years ago
in our factories, certain goods are carrying all the load and others
are riding free, and freer than free.
They must try to discover whether certain items have not as
definite an inherent cost -to -sell as most items have a cost -to -make.
They must make it obvious that low wage and low cost are connected only through the third vital factor of value of service ren248
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dered, and so save retailers from the blunders of wage trimming
which have been so costly to some manufacturers.
They must point to stand -by, peak -load, and idle -time costs in
retailing; to possibilities for such subdivision of function that
special fitnesses may be fully utilized upon work worthy of them.
Cost accounting followed mechanical invention. It has today a
great opportunity to take the lead, to point the way to the inventions of selling technique for which our time is ripe.
The accountant used to be regarded as necessarily a dried up
person, very safe and very conservative. The cost accountant,
bursting forth some thirty years ago from the dry pod of accountancy, has freshened the whole group. It is natural, therefore, to
expect of the cost accountants that they will take a pioneer part in
the development of their art so that it shall be able to serve in this
new field; a field as rich in opportunity, I am confident, as was the
parent field of production cost accounting when it first was opened
up; a field, moreover, which today, on account of the very savings
in cost of manufacture which cost accountancy has helped to bring
about, is growing hourly in relative importance. There is getting
to be little satisfaction in struggling to save a few cents per ton in
labor costs, while quarters and half dollars are adding themselves
to costs of marketing. It is an allegation too near the truth to be
passed over lightly that more than a little of the savings due to
scientific management or to mass production have been lost through
the necessities which high productivity has put upon us to sell
aggressively and through the attempts we have so far made to meet
these necessities, with antiquated equipment and with an antiquated
point of view, as ill adapted to the new needs of marketing as were
the methods and point of view of handy craft to the needs of the
modern factories.
Cost accountants and methods analysts must correct the present
critical unbalance and, by leading marketing high above the level
of an unreflective, semi- intuitive handy craft, strengthen the whole
economic structure and open the paths of wholesome progress.
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